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A Brief History of Class Day

The tradition of the Princeton Class Day dates back as early as 1856, and in 1898 was described as “a day over which the Graduating Class has full charge and which we run to suit ourselves, in our characteristic way.” Although seniors no longer smoke long white clay pipes before smashing them on the cannon, Class Day still features student speeches, remarks by the University President, and the presentation of awards. During the twenty-first century, prominent Class Day speakers have come to entertain and advise the class; recent speakers have included comedians, journalists, and politicians. Other elements of contemporary Class Day exercises include the presentation of a symbolic key to the campus by the University President, the wearing of orange and black class jackets, and the singing of “Old Nassau.”

A Brief History of Class Jackets

Senior class jackets, popularly known as “beer jackets,” are a common sight on Class Day. This article of clothing traces its origins to 1912, when a group of students decided to wear blue denim overalls and jackets to prevent beer from spotting their clothes. The following year, the Class of 1913 followed suit, but chose to wear white instead of blue. After the First World War, costumes were embellished with humorous logos, including jabs at Prohibition. Although overalls were abandoned following the Second World War, beer jackets have remained an integral part of Commencement activities. This year’s class jacket was designed by Michael Tran ’23. Class Day and Class Jacket Histories courtesy of the Seeley G. Mudd Manuscript Library.

Recently Selected Speakers

2022 Anthony Fauci
2021 Trevor Noah
2020 Marshawn Lynch
2019 Ellie Kemper ’02
2018 Cory Booker
2017 Baz Luhrmann
2016 Jodi Picoult ’87
2015 Christopher Nolan
2014 Al Gore
2013 David Remnick ’81
2012 Steve Carell
2011 Brooke Shields ’87
2010 Charles Gibson ’65
2009 Katie Couric
2008 Stephen Colbert
2007 Bradley Whitford
2006 Bill Clinton
2005 Chevy Chase
2004 Jon Stewart
2003 Jerry Seinfeld
Welcome

Ryan Cassidy Champeau ’23
Douglas Edward Robins, II ’23
Zyan Jarrell Wynn ’23
Class Day Chairs

President’s Remarks

Christopher L. Eisgruber ’83
20th President of Princeton University

Class President’s Remarks

Taryn Sebba ’23
Class President
Presentation of Class Prizes

**Kathleen Deignan**  
Dean of Undergraduate Students

Acknowledgement of Pyne Prize Winners  
Allen Macy Dulles Class of 1951 Award  
Frederick Douglass Service Award  
Harold Willis Dodds Achievement Prize  
W. Sanderson Detwiler 1903 Prize  
Walter E. Hope Class of 1901 Medal

**Student Remarks**

**Payton Croskey ’23**  
Class Herald

**Priscilla Glickman ’92**  
Memorial Prize

**Kimberly A. de los Santos**  
John C. Bogle ’51 and Burton G. Malkiel *64  
Executive Director,  
Pace Center for Civic Engagement
Presentation of Athletic Awards

**John Mack ’00**
Ford Family Director of Athletics

William Winston Roper Trophy
C. Otto von Kienbusch Award

Student Remarks

**Gavin LaPlace ’23**
Class Herald

Induction of Honorary Class members

Presentations by:
- **Fatinah S. Albeez ’23**, Class Vice President
- **Eric Sklanka ’23**, Class Secretary
- **Emily Trieu ’23**, Class Treasurer
- **Jake Snyder ’23**, Class Social Chair

Keynote Address

**Congresswoman Terri Sewell ’86**

Closing Remarks

**Ryan Cassidy Champeau ’23**
**Douglas Edward Robins, II ’23**
**Zyan Jarrell Wynn ’23**
Class Day Chairs
Spirit of Princeton Award Recipients

Emilio Cano Renteria '23
Ryan “CC” Champeau '23
Hannah Kapoor '23
Aaron Leung '23
Mutemwa Masheke '23
Alexander Mrkalj '23
Serena Starks '23
Shruti Venkat '23

Singing of Old Nassau

Christien Ayers '23
Andra Constantin '23
Sloan Huebner '23
Catherine Keim '23
Sahil Suneja '23
Shruti Venkat '23
Matthew Weatherhead '23
Reis White '23
Thank you!

The Class of 2023 would like to thank the following retiring faculty members for their commitment to the education of undergraduate students at Princeton:

**Tullis Onstott**  
Professor of Geosciences

**Alexander Polyakov**  
Joseph Henry Professor of Physics

**Susan Stewart**  
Avalon Foundation University Professor of the Humanities and Professor of English

**Daniel I. Rubenstein**  
Class of 1877 Professor of Zoology

**Su Friedrich**  
Professor of Visual Arts in the Lewis Center for the Arts

**Susan Tufts Fiske**  
Eugene Higgins Professor

**Douglas S. Massey**  
Henry G. Bryant Professor of Sociology and Public Affairs

**David Cannadine**  
Dodge Professor of History

**Robert Prud’homme**  
Professor of Chemical and Biological Engineering

**Henry S. Farber**  
Hughes-Rogers Professor of Economics

**Eileen Reeves**  
Professor of Comparative Literature

**Harold T. Shapiro**  
President Emeritus; Professor of Economics and Public Affairs
Six Word Memoirs

Anyone can cook, memento mori Arthur Acuna Resilience and growth alongside incredible people Ana Blanco Time flies, I’ll cherish it all. Alex Ban Clockwork makes me so happy, Clockwork! Alex Baroody Made some great friends Annabelle Berghof Trust The Process Alejandro Briones Memories for a Lifetime - Unbreakable bonds Aaron Chaffee perplexing proofs, fast friends, enlightening experiences Aditi Singh Bloom beautifully like Prospect Garden flowers. Andrew Tran Hours in Stone, bursts of silliness Annabelle Duval I like big b***s and icannotlie Adam Hitin-Bialus This new belonging thing feels great! Auhjanae McGee Highest of highs, lowest of lows Anne Jing Ping Wen Came for academics, stayed for people Alkin Kaz Challenging, rewarding, and growth-oriented Akiva Goldberger I am a bird Aaron Leung Princeton is really really really cool Anthony Ng Fine Hall Cookies have no equal Alan Yan In the end, I’m just me Andres Larrieu Collective struggles, caffeine, and cherished friendships Alev Studenikina The best times are with friends Alexis Laudenslager Jadwin Hall Alfred Li Some doors closed; many doors opened. AJ Lonski You made Princeton for me Austin Morales-Sanchez Good classes, great professors, amazing people Alexis Maze You’re capable of doing great things! Amelia Liu New knowledge, friends, growth, and adventures. Andy He "She shall pursue it..." William Shakespeare Anna Allport The best part was the memories. Anubhav Agarwal big bad deep dark cats HUH! Marty Sharma I really did my best. Angel Osaseri Best four years of my life. Alen Palic Grateful for all the shared stories :) Mandy Qua CBE gave me my tiger stripes! Arrow Dill-Macky Where I met my lifelong friends Ariel Blumenberg Nothing is ever worth losing sleep. Asher Muldoon Play by rules, but be ferocious Alexander Slusher A challenge worth taking Alexander Vardaro More beautiful than my wildest dreams Ann Webb Brilliant friends, ridiculous ideas, endless fun. Allison Yang let the music fill your soul Adam Ziff PSETs, the joint suffering bonds you Ben Bobell Friends who turned into family Bharvi Chavre Experiment, learn, and try new experiences Benjamin Mandelbaum I’m Hector first, Princeton student last Hector Betanzos Hopefully we can make fusion work. Bryan Foo This place is a hedge fund. Benjamin Gelman Memories that will last a lifetime Elizabeth Boeckman Homework, COVID, Construction: friends far supersede Bradley Rindos Enough love to save the world. Britley Jones I hope the construction gets done. Lane Marsh Just a kid in America Brooke Burkhart Time flies when COVID hits Ben Burns friends, sail, learn, drink, and repeat Calif Chen It’s not that deep Camilla Strauss Exited FitzRandolph early, graduated in five. Claire Silverman Embrace every opportunity to grow Cameron Dames enrolled straight, graduated gay Christina Diggs Keep on running. You’ll make it Christopher Dugan Finding the loves of my life Cecil Kim Let me hear your Whitman Whale!!!!! Ryan Champeau The people make the place. Chloe Smith-Frank Amor omnia vincit Mel Hornyak worked hard, played hard. now graduating! Cindy Cheng Last time! Cuckoo for KoKo Pops! Claire Liu a beautiful time with great friends Catherine Keim Constantly bouncing between discovery and direction Clayton Ferguson Exploring passions, overcoming obstacles, forming faith Colton Loftus unnecessarily exhausting but ultimately rewarding Christopher Lugo It was worth it. Connie Xu syringe service programs save people’s lives Chloe Fox-Gitomer friends, video games and psets Codey Babineaux Learning failing is the greatest success Edoardo Miguel Curto Correia Conteste Please hire me: catiejparker@gmail.com. Thank you. Catherine Parker
many tears but many more laughs Christian Pollard They said “it’s impossible.” (It wasn’t) Chloe Raichle New experiences, new people, new growth Ceon Sun happiness is the free food listserv Daisy Bissonette Beautiful memories, beautiful people, beautiful 4 years Dangely Canabal Look at us... who would’ve thought? Dylan Tran No more problem sets for me. Jordi Debarros such a struggle but worth it David Eniola The people make this place Dillion Gallagher PHS Cloister OKTours MSA Psych ScullyHall Dev Jaiswal Looking up, looking out, looking at. Danielle Ranucci Strange, insightful, and dreary Darrell Rodriguez-Chaves Learning languages, meeting friends, reading books Daniel Burgess Endured highs and lows, emerged stronger Daniel Trujillo Personal growth; Self-reliance; Seeking more David Villarreal One flew east, one flew east... David Weisberg I need food for thought Dafna Yavetz Math is love, math is life Erik Bahnson Faith through tempests; now tranquil waters Ethan Bodak Spent fortune on degree, now what? Evan Deturk The work gets done. Choose fun. Ella Gantman This one’s for you mom <3 Erin Heaning Work hard, play harder. Cataleya Jiang late meal, indoors, voken, and tea Escha Mittal Impact, Agitation, Activism, Trust, Compassion, Connection Eric Periman Most formative years of my life Elisabeth Ruik We made it against all odds Emma Wang Looking out for my future self Eve Rosenthal Five years was not enough Elizabeth Brennan Always treat yourself to Coffee Club Ellen Su Serendipitous collisions Elizabeth Zheleznyakova excitedly paving paths for brighter futures Fatinah Albeez Learn, grow, be kind, and resist. Hannah Faughnan Friendships to keep for a lifetime Jeb Carter Together we endured, together we’ll prosper Domenic Ferreris Unprecedented times, unprecedented growth, learning, connection. Faith Meitl Figuring out what to do next. Frank Lu Uncovering Ancient History in Good Company Grant Bruner Gisell Curbelo Gisell Curbelo Wow, that went by really fast. Gavin LaPlace Laughter, tears, and lots of theater. Gaea Lawton many growing pains & loving community Gigi Pacheco I will miss us and this. Grace Tan Scoot scoot! Harry Ayto Cottage and rowing, love you Nat Hannah Diaz stargazing, family dinners, travel, boba, birthdays Gillian Hilscher Learned a lot, but still curious. Hannah Kapoor Strength Through Community Henry Koffler Thanks for all the fish! Haller Rice Graduating due to family, friends, breakfast. Heather Samberg Graduating with High Honors in Procrastination. Harvin Sangha Six words are not enough... Haley Tran Happy to have met you all :) Henrique Schechter Vera Jesus is the reason I survived. Iman Mulrain A transformative and timeless four years Indu Panigrahi Work hard, play harder, sleep hardest. Jake Intrater Let’s do it all over again! Ian Jaccojwang Pushing past limits, finding inner strength. Isla Okkinga You really can do those things! Isabella Pu Tried my best, it was enough. Isabel Rodrigues you’re on your own, kid Isamar Gonzalez Get out of the boat Isaac Wills Change is the only constant Jack Schenkman A life-changing four years. Jacob Alayof Pick up the phone, dial in Jonathan Pollock Get out what you put in Juan Rohrer This is not our last farewell Jayla Cornelius Shared struggles, shared successes, lifelong friends. Josh Brown What a time Jae Yoon anna can youplscomepick meup fromoddd wbagleplsextracreamcheese Julia Douvas the lovers, the dreamers, and me Julia Elman The work will always get done. James Lee Believe in yourself and your halfway Jose Ortiz Princeton Builds. Road Closed. Detour -> John Bullock none of this has felt real Jaelin Haynes Four Years to Shape a Lifetime Jake Snyder
The greatest experience of my life Jacob O’Connell finding good mentors, reading good books Johanne Kjaersgaard We met challenges together and prevailed John Gonzales Repent and believe in Jesus Christ. James Jourlait After isolation, growing friendship and transformation Jose Pablo Fernandez Garcia Manatee of manatees, all is manatee Daniel Poag Singapore boy meets suburban America Justin Ong This transformative experience was especially awesome Jack Crockett Me puse las pilas. Jellyxa Rogel Hopeful Stressed Stressing Never Ending Stress Joshua Theodore Late nights, laughter, lessons, lifelong friends. Justin Song whitman chicken pot pie <3 Jack Shigeta too long but too short Justin Chang We innovated and we elevated Jovan Aigbekaen Can’t, I have a cappella rehearsal Julie Wilson Together with friends, zoom and boom Tony Ye Up down and all around Jake Marsh Per aspera ad astra, iter continuat. Kristen Ahner Hard work beats grades every time. Kamal Narayanan Survived only through the Lord’s help. Kathleen Song Pet dogs, pet cats, eat chips. Kaelani Burja How did we end up here? Kadija Benoit Intellectually rigorous and emotionally invigorating Kezia Dickson Unforgettable lessons, cherished bonds, lifelong memories Kartik Shah Flavorful people Keenan Duggal dance engineering dance musical dance dance Kyle Ikuma New faces, many places, forever treasured Katya Williams Four years, endless opportunities, infinite gratitude Kanishkh Kanodia How’d I get into Princeton? Luck. Katie Kopp grateful for my family (and cats) Kimberly Hou Heart, Grit, and Together. Kamy Loustau Zoom icebreakers only break your spirit Kennedy Mattes Lucky it’s hard to say goodbye Karen Yang Triangle University, school on the side. Kate Short 1937 to Scully, Dillon to Wall Kenar Vyas A journey of self-discovery. Kevin Wang Jazz, Kevin, and Justin deserved better Kate Daugherty Went to school, not a fool Louis Aaron Life changing experiences and personal growth Leashell Camille worst they’ll say is no, try! Lazlo Nziga learning how to relentlessly pursue joy Lois Wu The greatest friends and unforgettable experiences Lola Wheeler Sleep. The morning will be better. Laura Mora Orenday Destitutus ventis, remos adhibe. Memento vivere. Lauren Rawson You are always a person first. Maddie Esposito A difficult, stressful, but rewarding experience Mohammad Alquudah The best ships are friendships. Marie Li 129 Pages. Never Again. Max Chan full Maya Rozenshteyn Nobody knows what my major is Michelle Dai good food, good stories, good people Madison Mellinger Friendship, laughter, and unforgettable memories. Mackenzie Caputo bazinga Mason El-Habr Good times pass by so fast Meron Hagos Too many amazing people and memories! Mohamed Hamza People, People, People, People, People, People Michal Kozlowski Timeless, Intense, Grateful, Electric, Rewarding, T.I.G.E.R. Morgan Lee All my love to these people Madeleine Polubinski Pandemic driven yet dreams fulfilled Mike Ruttlen Thesis hell, but all great fun Mylz Hahn Thankful for the University Store Employees May Tieu Despite it all, we made it. Meet Patel nothing worthwhile will ever be easy Jennifer Lee To the laughter we had over p-sets, in the library, professors, and our friends... Nazdar Ayzit Everything always works out for good. Nannette Beckley Life’s short, grind and get rowdy Nelson Chow Difficult time but great people Nicholas Cabrera Did science, flew, sung... feeling fulfilled. Neyci Gutierrez Valencia embracing challenges and trusting the process Neil Brahmbhatt yes, but what about second breakfast? Neil Hazra
Transformative encounter with self, God, others Nicole Williams Wow. If only I knew then... Yimika Oke Never stop learning, never stop laughing Juan Nova Detached and breathlessly aristocratic Nathan Phelps Go, set the world on fire! Nicholas Posivak Tried new things, still playing guitar. Nicholas Padmanabhan A complete transformation, Re:Zero style Tobi Fadugba thank god I'm not freshman me Olivia Sakaguchi Fine Common Room: inspiring math family Ollie Thakar Suffering, teamwork, growth - lifelong friends Peter Skinner Within every challenge lies an opportunity Patrick Sweeney claws out, for the girls Page Lester Learning to accept me for me Philip Maruri Guys, let’s run it back Rahul Jain Metamorphic toil for truth and progress Richard Huang late nights of working and celebrating Emilio Cano Renteria Imposter Syndrome SUS You belong Amogus Ricky Lin Four years of class - lifelong friends Rohan Jasani I gained faith, friends, and freedom Rosmeilyn Jerez Gather ye rosebuds while ye may Rishi Mago P Legendre Q = Q* Legendre P Reed Jacobs Growth unsolicited but so gratefully received Riley Owen In the service of selling out Richard Qiu Forever a man on JTR’s crew Ryan Neapole someone new inspiring me every day Rohan Jinturkar Did it all, while looking good Riley Martinez Sleep and air conditioning are luxuries Robin Park Gaining some of my closest friends <3 Rooya Rahin Thoughtful conversations with fun ha Richard Zhu have fun Reid Zlotky enjoy your time and don’t stress Sayf Addassi doing life together with irreplaceable friends Aimee Sampayan Pretty good. Sam Himmelfarb These were the good old days Sonika Bagchi 6am: early morning or late night? Siddharth Dandavate Six years might be too many Sarah Drapkin just the end of the beginning Selena Hostetler Love of friends and family Samuel Gariy Freshman dormroom demolished. Must be metaphor Siegfried Gawenda Survived on chai, Notes app, schouse Shannon Heh This one time during study abroad Samantha Lopez-Rico learning about how to learn Sophie Goldman Serendipitous collisions of learning, communities, experiences Stephanie Monson The best days despite it all. Sofia Alvarado Surrounded by constant brilliance and inspiration Sowon Lee 2023 by choice, never looked back. Shannen Prindle Lessons learned, leaves turned, stripes earned Srishti Ghosh Enjoy the Process. Jacob Stoebner Four years I will always miss! Riya Singh God is good don’t ever forget! Tiffany Agyarko incredible people and a real challenge Taylor Akin learning to love newspapers, data, Jersey Tanvi Nibhanupudi Live Laugh LinkedIn Tao Zhu Worked: AFROTC, Played: Charter, Slept: Equad Thomas Olson Trying is the first-step to failure Trishala Kumar Boys Love Boys Clock Theo Mitchell What’s meant to be will be. Victoria Agwam Challenging yet unforgettable 4ish years! Veronica Barrios Loving Friends And Coffee Coffee Coffee Ava Vilensky it really isn’t that bad Grace Wang Once a tiger, always a tiger. Hudson Godfrey Greatness, discipline & learning for greater understanding Jayden Wickware Came to learn, leaving to serve. Billy Wade Couldn’t have done it without God Yujin Angolio Hey, wanna get food at Frist? Yusuf Fashanu Challenges overcome and a future created Ye Chen Don’t be hard on yourself Yewande Sofola Humility and Gratitude Yoo Shin Tanai Friendship, Relationship, Scholarship, Sportsmanship, Ownership, Hardships Yuxi Zheng On to bigger and better things Zhudi Pan Foreign lands become home with friends Zachary Lopez
Asher Muldoon ’23

Perhaps someday we will return with our loved ones. We will show our friends and our children around the weird spots on campus that meant so much to us. Our children will gaze at us in our P-rade attire and orange and black face paint and ask “Mommy, Daddy, are you in a cult?” “We sure are, kiddo, we sure are, and it’s a hell of a cult too because I get to pay to be here.” But even if Princeton is a cult, or at least cult-adjacent, how could a place where a bunch of overachievers live and eat together for 4 years not feel a little culty? And we can’t deny the memories that will stay with us that have nothing to do with classes. The memory of our first time walking into a study break, or an eating club. Seeing our friends performing dance, poetry, comedy, theater, all while also being brilliant future neuroscientists. Getting your bike stolen by a rower. Almost being mowed down by electric scooters every day. Walking past Dillon Gym, overhearing Caroline Kirby’s spin class as I carry 2 pints of ice cream because I’m sad. Even the memories that are bad may become good in time. We had to push through a lot to get here, through COVID, through Zoom classes, through the return to campus, and we pushed and pushed and we did it and here we are.

Morgan Teman ’23

The first, last, and only class to have been accepted by Dean Jill Dolan, back in the good old days when an email from her contained good news, and we had not yet seen Rebecca Laziere’s daily dance on Princeton’s Instagram story. We certainly make Dean Dolan look like a one hit wonder with our collective accomplishments: we have spelling bee champions, Olympians, Broadway stars, professional musicians, nonprofit founders, and about eight hundred high school valedictorians... all this and more we’ve accomplished with less time on campus than any other class.
Riley Martinez ’23

One downside of this hustle-and-bustle culture, though, was that everyone was always too busy. If I had a nickel for every time someone said “let’s get a meal sometime” only for there to be no follow-up, I’d have enough money to contract a performance from Jason Derulo performing in his kitchen via YouTube livestream. People were always busy with something to do, but those close friends who made Princeton worth it always made time when it mattered most.

Elliott Weil ’23

The thing is we didn’t get 4 years of the Princeton experience. But you don’t need 4 years to know this place will always be home. You only need one sunny day in April when Poe Field is suddenly littered with picnic blankets, and Ticos mango slices, or one 2 AM night in Stone when delirium from studying has turned into rolling on the ground of B Floor laughing about that one TikTok, or the first night of Frosh-Week in the chemical toxic wasteland that is Cloister’s backyard, or whatever your Princeton moments are.

Ergene Kim ’23

The Class of 2023 has stood together during the unspeakably difficult times these past few years, standing by one another and moving through college with the quiet, mutual understanding that we have suffered as a collective. Last spring when COVID was infecting a lot of us, friends and roommates would make sure that those trapped in isolation housing got what they needed, whether it was dhall food or fancy takeout food or just good company. At the end, we have remained together, and we stand stronger for that. As we say our bittersweet goodbyes and prepare to move on — to the real world, the real, uncensored world that lies outside of this beautiful, at-times terrible, incredible Orange bubble, I want us to cherish what we have grown here — keep your memories of these chaotic college years close to your hearts, call your friends, don’t sell out too hard, and just remember — the Class of 2023 will always be here for you, no matter when or where you are.
Colin Vega ’23

So looking around here today, at the strugglers and hardworkers and failures and successes and squirrel-admirers that all of you are, I’m taken aback by what makes this the particularly great class of 2023 – we haven’t always been together. This exact group of people didn’t all gather together in McCarter for the SHARE Play or the Pre-Read discussion. We didn’t move in together first year, we didn’t get lost trying to find the ice cream social together, we didn’t get assigned orientation groups together. Many of us had circuitous paths, many of us bulled through and got it done as best we could, and I’m sure one or two smarties out there managed to get it done in 3 years, because of course they did – it’s Princeton. But what we have done? We’ve gotten together, right now. This group of people for the first time in history, and that, is something to smile about.

Richard Qiu ’23

As we exit Princeton’s campus, we will be proud of a few things: we love the cherry blossoms here, we’re clearly a basketball school, we are the best at turning things in 1 minute before the deadline, we can ctrl-F anything to get our precept participation credit, we can regurgitate “I pledge my honor that I have not violated the Honor Code during this examination” at any moment, and yet despite our massive brains we will never remember the lyrics to Old Nassau because quite frankly, who does? But unlike everyone else graduating in the class of 2023, we can always come back to the best university wearing our darn smelly beer jackets for the next 25 years... and realize that they still have that annoying one-ply toilet paper that does nothing except make you feel the burn and that they’re constructing another building.
Following the ceremony, seniors—denoted by class jackets—may pick up lunch for themselves and their four guests on Alexander Beach near Witherspoon Hall. If you return to Cannon Green to eat after the ceremony, please use the seats closest to Morrison Hall, as the other seats will be moved to prepare for this afternoon’s Graduate School Hooding Ceremony.

Please do not leave your seat to take photos. Note that any personal photos or videos taken during this event should be used for personal purposes only. Professional photographers take photos of all commencement events. Images are made available for free, courtesy of the University, at commencement.princeton.edu/photos.

Colophon

Illustrations by Sean Rubin ’09
Graphic Design by Itamar Katz
Tune every heart and every voice,
Bid every care withdraw;
Let all with one accord rejoice,
In praise of Old Nassau

In praise of Old Nassau, we sing,
Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah!
Our hearts will give, while we shave live,
Three cheers for Old Nassau